20 Reasons to Choose Lexis+® Case Law

Build winning cases with a fully integrated legal research experience designed to pinpoint relevant facts and legal issues with ease. Keep reading to discover 20 reasons why Lexis+® is the ideal sidekick for the best attorneys.

1. More Case Law
Access the industry’s premier source of state and federal cases – 15% more federal case law, 14% more state case law, and 56% more state trial court orders than Westlaw.

2. Cases Online Faster
LexisNexis® has cases online faster than Westlaw 79% of the time.

3. Flexible Searching
Control how your search is run with flexible search options. Use natural language, utilize terms & connectors with Boolean searching, or simply ask a question.

4. Fill-in-the-Blank Searching
Advanced Search also lets you search specific document parts. For example, search for a specific judge or restrict your search to Headnotes.

5. Pinpoint Information with Fact & Issue Finder
View results across content types with an interactive dashboard designed to locate what you need quickly.

6. Post-Search Filters
See the most on-point cases using filters like timeline, specific court, practice area, and more.

7. Lexis Answers®
Using machine-learning technology, Lexis Answers understands your research question and provides a quick answer and case reference.

8. Ravel™ View
See how your top search results cite each other and quickly spot seminal cases or cases you may have overlooked.
**Search Terms Map & Search Terms Tree**
Uncover your best case faster using color-coded search words and a flowchart of how your search was run.

**Shepard's® Citator**
Validate your cases with the gold-standard for citation verification.

**Reason for Shepard's Signal**
Reveal the impact of citing decisions faster by linking directly to the citing decision that has the strongest influence on your case.

**Headnotes**
Quickly see areas of law involved in the case with headnotes prepared by professional attorney-editors who use language directly from the case – ensuring no misrepresentation in the law.

**More Like This Headnote**
Allow Lexis+ to run a second search for you with any filters you initially set – find similar cases to your specific legal issue in your jurisdiction, with your selected timeline, and more.

**Legal Topic Summaries**
Learn the basics of a legal topic with one document listing seminal cases, burdens of proof, elements, and more.

**Recommended Sources**
Expand your headnotes search to related secondary materials on each legal issue.

**Legal Issue Trail**
Discover case connections by selecting an issue and retrieving other cases that cite to that specific issue.

**Links to Court Documents**
Dive deeper by viewing vital litigation-related documents right from your case view.

**Legal Analytics®**
Gain insight about judges, attorneys, and law firms in easy-to-understand charts with analytics powered by Lex Machina®. Lex Machina subscribers can sign in to see deeper analysis.

**Parallel Westlaw Citations**
Enter a Westlaw citation and get the document on Lexis+.

**Copy Text with Formatted Citation**
Highlight case text and select from standard or your state specific citation format before pasting right into your work product.